Abstract In this paper we review important aspects of semiparametric theory and empirical processes that arise in causal inference problems. We begin with a brief introduction to the general problem of causal inference, and go on to discuss estimation and inference for causal effects under semiparametric models, which allow parts of the data-generating process to be unrestricted if they are not of particular interest (i.e., nuisance functions). These models are very useful in causal problems because the outcome process is often complex and difficult to model, and there may only be information available about the treatment process (at best). Semiparametric theory gives a framework for benchmarking efficiency and constructing estimators in such settings. In the second part of the paper we discuss empirical process theory, which provides powerful tools for understanding the asymptotic behavior of semiparametric estimators that depend on flexible nonparametric estimators of nuisance functions. These tools are crucial for incorporating machine learning and other modern methods into causal inference analyses. We conclude by examining related extensions and future directions for work in semiparametric causal inference.
Introduction
Causality and counterfactual questions lie at the heart of many if not most scientific endeavors. Counterfactual questions are about what would have happened in some system had it undergone a particular change. For example: How would the distribution of patient outcomes differ had everyone versus no one received some medical treatment? Which rule for treatment assignment would maximize outcomes if it were implemented in the population?
In fact many scientific questions are causal even if they are not framed using explicitly causal language and notation. For example, standard regression analyses are often explained in implicitly causal terms, e.g., when regression coefficients are portrayed as representing the expected difference in outcome if all covariates were held constant, except for one covariate whose value was increased by one. In contrast, without causal assumptions, these coefficients can only represent the expected difference in outcome for two units who happen to have the same covariate values, except for one covariate whose values happen to differ by one; manipulation of the covariate cannot be allowed without invoking causal assumptions.
In this chapter we give a review of semiparametric theory and empirical processes as they arise in causal inference problems. These include very powerful methodological tools that can be especially useful in causal settings.
In Section 2 we give an introduction to causal inference, following Robins [38, 42, 54] , van der Laan [54, 59, 63] , and others. In order to answer causal questions with observed data, we need causal assumptions. Sometimes these causal assumptions can hold by virtue of the study design (e.g., in randomized trials), while at other times the assumptions we need are untestable and need to be justified based on subject matter expertise (e.g., in standard observational studies). In either case, as we discuss in detail in Section 2.1, it is important to have a clearly defined study question (with a corresponding causal parameter of interest). It is similarly important to be precise about the assumptions that are required to estimate the causal parameter of interest with observed data. This is the enterprise of identification, which we discuss briefly in Section 2.2.
After a causal parameter of interest has been precisely defined and identified (i.e., expressed in terms of observed data), then estimation and inference for that parameter is essentially a purely statistical problem. Classical maximum likelihood approaches can in theory be used to estimate such identified causal parameters, but typically require unrealistic parametric assumptions about the entire data-generating process. In contrast, semiparametric methods allow parts of the data-generating process to be completely unrestricted, e.g., if they are unknown or involve nuisance functions that are not of particular interest to the study question. Thus, if investigators have a good understanding of the treatment assignment process, for example, this information can be incorporated into a semiparametric analysis, and no assumptions might be needed about the outcome process. This is particularly useful in causal inference settings since the outcome process is often complex and difficult to model, while investigators may have some information about the treatment mechanism (e.g., by surveying doctors about how they prescribe some treatment).
Alternatively, in many cases investigators may not have much information available about any part of the data-generating process. Then it will often be most reasonable to use a nonparametric model, which does not make any parametric assumptions at all about the data-generating process. A nonparametric model can be viewed as a special case of a semiparametric model, so the theory reviewed in this chapter covers these settings as well as those where treatment is assigned according to some known process.
In Section 3 we review semiparametric theory, following foundational work by numerous authors, including Begun et al. [4] , Bickel et al. [7] , Pfanzagl [34] , van der Vaart [65, 66] , Robins [38, 42, 54] , van der Laan [54, 59, 63] , and many others [53, 22] . We start in Section 3.1 with a general introduction to semiparametric models, and discuss influence functions as representations of estimators in such models in Section 3.2. Then in Section 3.3 we introduce the notion of tangent spaces and a related space where influence functions reside, give an example illustrating basic semiparametric theory for estimation of the average treatment effect in Section 3.4, and wrap up by discussing links to general missing data problems in Section 3.5.
Semiparametric theory gives us efficiency benchmarks in models where parts of the data-generating process are unrestricted, and tells us how to construct potentially efficient estimators. However, in order to understand the asymptotic behavior of such semiparametric estimators, particularly when flexible nonparametric methods are used to estimate nuisance functions, we need empirical process theory. This is the topic of Section 4. The field of empirical processes is vast, so we only discuss parts that especially relate to estimation of nuisance functions. Our review follows important work by Andrews [1, 2] , Pollard [36, 37] , van der Vaart [64, 65, 66] , Wellner [49, 64] , and others [22, 59] . We start by giving the motivation for empirical process theory in semiparametric problems in Section 4.1, discuss Donsker classes and examples in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, and illustrate with an analysis of the doubly robust estimator of the average treatment effect in Section 4.4.
We close the chapter in Section 5 by considering extensions and future directions for work in semiparametric causal inference.
Setup
In this section we briefly introduce the basic setup of a typical causal inference problem. We focus on two essential components of causal inference: first, formulating a clearly defined parameter of interest, and second, exploring how and whether this target parameter is identified with observed data. These issues are very important and provide a crucial foundation for semiparametric causal inference; however, we give only a brief treatment since the main goal of this chapter is to discuss semiparametric theory and empirical processes. Much of the discussion here is inspired by pioneering work by Robins [38, 42, 54] , van der Laan [54, 59, 63] , and colleagues.
The Target Parameter
An important first step in any scientific pursuit is to have a clearly defined goal. In a statistical analysis, this includes giving a precise expression for a parameter of interest, which we will refer to as the target parameter.
The target parameter is the main feature of interest in the analysis, and ideally is decided upon based on collaborative discussion between scientific investigators and the statistician or analyst. In practice, however, the target parameter is sometimes defined only in vague terms, or is chosen based on convenience rather than scientific interest. In causal inference problems, the target parameter is typically formulated in terms of hypothetical interventions and corresponding counterfactual data, which represent the data that would have been observed under some intervention. In this chapter we mostly rely on the potential outcome framework, due to Neyman [29] and Rubin [47, 48] , but note that alternative frameworks based on structural equation models and graphs [31, 32] , or decision theory [11] can also be useful.
For example, in some population of units (e.g., patients), let Y ∈ R denote a random variable representing an outcome of interest (e.g., blood pressure, or an indicator for whether a heart attack occurred), and let A ∈ {0, 1} denote a binary treatment (e.g., receipt of a statin), whose effect is in question. Then it may be of interest to estimate the average causal effect, i.e., how the expected outcome would have differed had everyone in the population taken treatment versus if no one in the population had taken treatment. This quantity can be represented notationally as follows. Let Y a denote the potential outcome that would have been observed (for a particular unit in the population) had that unit taken treatment level A = a. For a binary treatment, for example, this notation gives rise to two potential outcomes, Y 1 and Y 0 , which are the outcomes that would have been observed for a particular unit under treatment (A = 1) and control (A = 0), respectively. Then the average causal effect in the population can be defined as
Of course, different contrasts may instead be of interest under this hypothetical intervention; for example, if the outcome is binary then one may be more concerned with the risk ratio
, or with the odds ratio {P(Y 1 = 1)/P(Y 1 = 0)}/{P(Y 0 = 1)/P(Y 0 = 0)}. Alternatively, one may care more about how the effect of treatment changes with some other variable. Or some other entirely different intervention may be of interest; for example, one may want to learn what the mean outcome would have been if treatment had been assigned via some rule based on other variables [25, 9] , or how outcomes would have changed under treatment versus control if a mediating variable (a variable occurring subsequent to treatment, but prior to outcome) was fixed at some value [51, 71] .
We will consider a number of different types of causal parameters and hypothetical interventions in subsequent sections, but a full taxonomy is beyond the scope of this chapter. The main point is that it is necessary to have a clear definition of the target parameter (i.e., the object one wants to learn about using data) when working in the semiparametric framework. In fact, regardless of framework or philosophical perspective, a clearly defined target parameter is necessary in order to meaningfully address estimation bias or variance relative to any meaningful standard.
Identification
Once a target parameter is clearly defined based on some hypothetical intervention, the next step is to explore how and whether it can be identified (i.e., expressed uniquely in terms of a distribution for observed data). This step translates the causal question of interest into a statistical problem defined in terms of observed data.
For example, suppose that in a population of interest we actually get to observe potential outcomes under the received treatment for each unit, i.e.,
Condition (C1) is called "consistency" [68] and holds if potential outcomes are defined uniquely by a unit's own treatment and not others' (i.e., no interference), and also not by the way treatment is administered (i.e., no different versions of treatment). Also suppose that there exists some set of observed covariates L that render treatment independent of potential outcomes when conditioned upon, i.e.,
where ⊥ ⊥ denotes statistical independence. Condition (C2) is often called "no unmeasured confounding", "exchangeability", or "ignorability", and holds if treatment is externally randomized, or if treatment decisions are made based only on covariates L. Finally suppose that, regardless of covariate value, each unit has a non-zero chance to receive treatment level A = a, i.e.,
where p(·) denotes densities with respect to an appropriate dominating measure. Condition (C3) is called "positivity" and means treatment is not assigned deterministically [33] . Then, if Conditions (C1)-(C3) hold for treatment value a, it follows that
Therefore we can express the conditional distribution of the potential outcome Y a given L in terms of observed data; thus we can also identify the conditional distribution given any subset of L, including the null set, by simply marginalizing. In particular if Conditions (C1)-(C3) hold for a = 0, 1, then the average causal effect ψ from (1) can be written as
The above identification result is an example of the g-computation formula, which was first proposed for general time-varying treatments by Robins [38, 44] . Numerous alternative identification schemes are also available, for example based on instrumental variables [3, 17] . The literature on causal identification is extensive, and includes graphical criteria [31, 32] , bounds [24] , and many other topics.
In this chapter we focus on settings where the target causal parameter (call it ψ) is identified, and thus can be written in terms of the distribution P of the observed data. In the next section we illustrate ideas with the average causal effect ψ defined in Equation (1), and defined by Equation (3) under Conditions (C1)-(C3); although we focus on simple average effects, the general logic is similar for other parameters.
Semiparametric Theory
In this section we give a general review of semiparametric theory, using as a running example the common problem of estimating an average causal effect. Our review draws on foundational work in general semiparametric theory by Begun et al. [4] , Bickel et al. [7] , Pfanzagl [34, 35] , and van der Vaart [65, 66] , among others [28, 22] , as well as further developments for missing data and causal inference problems by Robins [38, 39, 40, 42, 54] , van der Laan [54, 59, 63] , and colleagues [16, 53] .
Semiparametric Models
Standard semiparametric theory generally considers the following setting. We observe an independent and identically distributed sample (Z 1 , ..., Z n ) distributed according to some unknown probability distribution P 0 on the Borel σ -field B for some sample space Z . The general goal is estimation and inference for some target parameter ψ 0 = ψ(P 0 ) ∈ R p , where ψ = ψ(P) can be viewed as a map from a probability distribution to the parameter space (assumed to be Euclidean here). In our running example where ψ is the average causal effect defined in (3) (after imposing identifying assumptions), the observed data consist of an independent and identically distributed sample of Z = (L, A,Y ) where L denotes covariates, A is a binary treatment, and Y is the outcome of interest. Here we suppose the distribution P 0 has density given by
with respect to some dominating measure. In general we write p(X = t) for the density of X at t, but when there is no ambiguity we let p(x) = p(X = x).
A statistical model P is a set of possible probability distributions, which is assumed to contain the observed data distribution P 0 . In a parametric model, P is assumed to be indexed by a finite-dimensional real-valued parameter θ ∈ R q , e.g., we may have P = {P θ : θ ∈ R q } with ψ ⊆ θ . For example, if Z is a scalar random variable one might assume it is normally distributed with unknown mean and variance, Z ∼ N(µ, σ 2 ), in which case the model is indexed by θ = (µ, σ 2 ) ∈ R × R + . Semiparametric models are simply sets of probability distributions that cannot be indexed by only a Euclidean parameter, i.e., models that are indexed by an infinitedimensional parameter. Semiparametric models can vary widely in the amount of structure they impose; for example, they can range from nonparametric models for which P consists of all possible probability distributions, to simple regression models that characterize the regression function parametrically but leave the residual error distribution unspecified.
In semiparametric causal inference settings it is common to impose some structure on the treatment mechanism (e.g., with a parametric model) leaving the outcome mechanism unspecified. This is because the outcome mechanism is often a complex natural process outside of human control, whereas the treatment mechanism is known in randomized trials, and can be well-understood in some observational settings (for example, when a medical treatment is assigned in a standardized way, which is communicated by physicians to researchers). In our running example, one may wish to do inference for the average causal effect ψ under a parametric model for the treatment mechanism, leaving everything else unspecified, so that
where α ∈ R q but η = (η y , η l ) represents an infinite-dimensional parameter that does not restrict the distribution of the outcome given covariates and treatment p(y | l, a) or the marginal covariate distribution p(l).
Of course it is not always the case that there is substantive information available about the treatment mechanism; in many observational studies neither the exposure nor the outcome process is under human control, and both processes may be equally complex (e.g., in studies where the treatment or exposure is itself a disease or other medical condition). In such cases it is often more appropriate to consider inference for ψ under a nonparametric model that makes no parametric assumptions about the distribution P. As we will see in Section 4.4, in order to obtain usual root-n rates of convergence in nonparametric models, we will still require some conditions on how well we can estimate the nuisance functions.
Another way semiparametric models arise in causal settings is through parametric assumptions about high-level treatment effects. For example, suppose we were not interested in the average causal effect E(Y 1 − Y 0 ) but in how this effect varied with a subset of covariates V ⊂ L, i.e., the goal was to estimate
, it is straightforward to show that this conditional effect is also identified under Conditions (C1)-(C3) as in (3), except replacing dP(l) with dP(w | v). If V includes a continuous variable or has many strata, it may be desirable to make parametric assumptions to reduce the dimension of γ(v) (or in rare cases, there may be substantive knowledge about the parametric form of the effect modification), and thus one may want to assume γ(v) = γ(v; ψ) for ψ ∈ R p . Such assumptions are not always easily encoded directly in the distribution p(z), but can still be employed in conjunction with parametric assumptions about the treatment mechanism, for example, or in otherwise nonparametric models. An alternative approach is to use nonparametric working models [26] , where instead of assuming γ(v) = γ(v; ψ) we define our target parameter as a projection of γ(v) onto the model γ(v; ψ) (using, for example, a weighted least squares projection).
Influence Functions
In the previous subsection we discussed the concept of a semiparametric model (in which part of the distribution P is allowed to have unrestricted or infinitedimensional components) and gave some examples. Now we begin to discuss estimation and inference in such models. This requires the concept of the influence function, which is a foundational object of statistical theory that allows us to characterize a wide range of estimators and their efficiency.
Let P n = n −1 ∑ i δ Z i denote the empirical distribution of the data, where δ z is the Dirac measure that simply indicates whether Z = z. This means for example that empirical averages can be written as
An estimatorψ =ψ(P n ) is asymptotically linear with influence function ϕ if the estimator can be approximated by an empirical average in the sense that
where ϕ has mean zero and finite variance (i.e., E{ϕ(Z)} = 0 and E{ϕ(Z) ⊗2 } < ∞).
Here o p (1/ √ n) employs the usual stochastic order notation so that X n = o p (1/r n ) means r n X n p → 0 where p → denotes convergence in probability. Importantly, by the classical central limit theorem, an estimatorψ with influence function ϕ is asymptotically normal with
where denotes convergence in distribution. Thus if we know the influence function for an estimator, we know its asymptotic distribution, and we can easily construct confidence intervals and hypothesis tests, for example. Also, the efficient influence function for an asymptotically linear estimator is almost surely unique (i.e., unique up to measure zero sets) [53] , so in a sense the influence function contains all information about an estimator's asymptotic behavior (up to o p (1/ √ n) error). Consider our running example where ψ is the average causal effect defined in Equations (1) and (3). Suppose we are in a randomized trial setting where the propensity score π(l) = p(A = 1 | L = l) is known. A simple inverse-probability weighted estimator is given bŷ
(Note that E(ψ ipw ) = ψ 0 by iterated expectation.) The influence function for the estimatorψ ipw is clearly given by
Now suppose we are in an observational study setting where the propensity score π(l) needs to be estimated, and suppose we do so with a correctly specified parametric model π(l; α), with α ∈ R q , so that the estimatorα solves some estimating equation P n {S(Z;α)} = 0. Then the inverse-probability-weighted estimatorψ * ipw is given by (8) above, except with the estimated propensity score π(L;α) replacing the true propensity score π(L). We can find the corresponding influence function by standard estimating equation techniques [8] . Specifically, we have thatθ = (ψ * ipw ,α T )
T solves P n {m(Z;θ )} = 0 where m(z; θ ) = {ϕ ipw (Z; ψ, α), S(Z; α) T } T are the stacked estimating equations for ψ and α, with the influence function for known propensity score given by
Then under standard regularity conditions [27, 65, 53] we havê
which after evaluating and rearranging implies that the influence function forψ * ipw when the propensity score π(l; α) is estimated is
Surprisingly, even if the propensity score is known, it can be shown [53] that the inverse-probability-weighted estimatorψ * ipw based on an estimated propensity score is at least as efficient as the inverse-probability-weighted estimatorψ ipw that uses the known propensity score. In other words, the variance of the influence function ϕ * ipw (Z) is less than or equal to the variance of the influence function ϕ ipw (Z) for known propensity score. Thus the propensity score should be estimated from the data (according to a correct model, of course) even when it is known; discarding information can actually yield better efficiency.
So far we have seen that, given an estimatorψ, we can learn about its asymptotic behavior by considering its influence function ϕ(Z). But we can also use influence functions to find or construct estimators. Suppose we are given a candidate influence function ϕ(Z; ψ, η) that depends on the target parameter ψ as well as a nuisance parameter η as in the previous examples. Then we can construct an estimator by solving the estimating equation P n {ϕ(Z; ψ,η)} = 0 in ψ, whereη is some estimate of the nuisance parameter. Under standard regularity conditions, along with some additional conditions on the nuisance estimation, the corresponding estimator will itself be asymptotically linear with an influence function related to ϕ(Z; ψ 0 , η 0 ) depending on the form of the function ϕ and how the nuisance parameter η is estimated (as in the previous example). Other approaches for constructing estimators based on a particular influence function are also possible [56, 59] .
There is a deep connection between (asymptotically linear) estimators for a given model and the influence functions under that model. In some sense, if we know one then we know the other. Thus if we can find all the influence functions for a given model, we can characterize all asymptotically linear estimators for that model.
Tangent Spaces
In this subsection we discuss the fundamental problem of how to find influence functions for a given semiparametric model, by characterizing the space in which influence functions reside. As noted previously, once we have solved this problem we can characterize valid estimators under our model. In particular, we can use influence functions to construct estimators and explore their efficiency.
To ease notation, consider the case where the target parameter is a scalar, so that ψ ∈ R. As discussed in the previous subsection, influence functions ϕ are functions of the observed data Z with mean zero and finite variance. These influence functions reside in the Hilbert space L 2 (P) of measurable functions g : Z → R with Pg 2 = g 2 dP = E{g(Z) 2 } < ∞, equipped with covariance inner product
The space of influence functions will be a subspace of this Hilbert space. A Hilbert space is a complete inner product space, and can be viewed as a generalization of usual Euclidean space; it provides a notion of distance and direction for spaces whose elements are potentially infinite-dimensional functions.
A fundamentally important subspace of L 2 (P) in semiparametric problems is the tangent space. First we will discuss the tangent spaces for parametric models. For parametric models indexed by real-valued parameter θ ∈ R q+1 , the tangent space T is defined as the linear subspace of L 2 (P) spanned by the score vector, i.e.,
where
where S ψ (Z; θ 0 ) = ∂ log p(z; θ )/∂ ψ| θ =θ 0 is the score function for the target parameter, and similarly S η (Z; θ 0 ) = ∂ log p(z; θ )/∂ η| θ =θ 0 is the score for the nuisance parameter (A⊕ B denotes the direct sum A⊕ B = {a + b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}). In the above formulation, the space T η is called the nuisance tangent space. Influence functions for ψ reside in the orthogonal complement of the nuisance tangent space, denoted by T ⊥ η = {g ∈ L 2 (P) : P(gh) = 0 for any h ∈ T η }. In such parametric settings, this orthogonal space T ⊥ η can be written as
where Π (g | S) denotes projections of g on the space S, i.e.,
The subspace of influence functions is the set of elements ϕ ∈ T ⊥ η that satisfy P(ϕS ψ ) = 1. The efficient influence function is the influence function with the smallest covariance P(ϕ 2 ), and is given by ϕ eff = P(S 2 eff ) −1 S eff , where S eff is the efficient score, given by S eff = S ψ − Π (S ψ | T η ).
Thus if we can characterize the nuisance tangent space and its orthogonal complement, then we can characterize influence functions. In fact, one can show that all regular asymptotically linear estimators have influence functions ϕ that reside in T ⊥ η with P(ϕS ψ ) = 1, and conversely any element in this space corresponds to the influence function for some regular asymptotically linear estimator [53] . Thus characterizing the nuisance tangent space allows us to also characterize all regular asymptotically linear estimators. (Recall that a regular estimator is one whose limiting distribution is insensitive to local changes to the data generating process, as defined for example in [65, 53] and elsewhere.)
We have seen that in parametric models the tangent space is defined as the span of the score vector S θ . However, in semiparametric models, the nuisance parameter is infinite-dimensional and cannot be indexed by a real-valued parameter, so we cannot define scores in the usual way, since this requires differentiation with respect to the nuisance parameter. How can we extend the concept of the tangent space to semiparametric settings?
Constructing tangent spaces in semiparametric models requires a technical device called a parametric submodel. A parametric submodel P ε indexed by realvalued parameter ε is a set of distributions contained in the larger model P, which also contains the truth (i.e., P 0 ∈ P ε ); typically we have P ε = {P ε : ε ∈ R} with P ε | ε=0 = P 0 . Thus a parametric submodel needs to respect the semiparametric model P and also needs to equal the true distribution at ε = 0. A typical example of a parametric submodel is given by
where E{g(Z)} = 0 and we have sup z |g(z)| < M and |ε| < 1/M so that p ε (z) ≥ 0. We will often index the parametric submodel by the function g, and so let P ε = P ε,g . Note again that parametric submodels like the one above are a technical device for constructing tangent spaces and analyzing semiparametric models, rather than a usual model whose parameters we want to estimate from data (since P ε depends on the true distribution P 0 , it cannot be used as a model in the usual sense) [53] . One intuition behind parametric submodels can be expressed in terms of efficiency bounds as follows [65] . First note that it is an easier problem to estimate ψ under the parametric submodel P ε ∈ P than it is to estimate ψ under the entire (larger) semiparametric model P. Therefore the efficiency bound under the larger model P must be larger than the efficiency bound under any parametric submodel. In fact we can define the efficiency bound for semiparametric models as the supremum of all such parametric submodel efficiency bounds. Now that we have defined parametric submodels, how can they be used to construct tangent spaces? Just as the tangent space is defined as the linear span of the score vector in parametric models, in semiparametric models the tangent space T is defined as the (closure of the) linear span of scores of the parametric submodels. In other words, we first define scores on the parametric submodels P ε with S ε (z) = ∂ log p ε (z)/∂ ε| ε=0 , and then construct parametric submodel tangent spaces as described earlier for standard parametric models, i.e.,
Note that for parametric submodels like the one defined in (14) we have
so that the functions g indexing the parametric submodels are set up to equal the parametric submodel scores. The closure T of the parametric submodel tangent spaces T ε is the minimal closed set that contains them; roughly speaking, T is the union of all the spaces T ε along with their limit points. Similarly, the nuisance tangent space T η for a semiparametric model is the set of scores in T that do not vary the target parameter ψ, i.e.,
Importantly, in nonparametric models the tangent space is the whole Hilbert space of mean zero functions. For more restrictive semiparametric models the tangent space will be a proper subspace. Now that we are equipped with definitions of tangent spaces and nuisance tangent spaces in semiparametric models, we can define influence functions, efficient influence functions, and efficient scores in much the same way we did before with parametric models.
Specifically, the subspace of influence functions is the set of elements ϕ ∈ T ⊥ η that satisfy P(ϕS ψ ) = 1. The efficient influence function is the influence function with the smallest covariance P(ϕ 2 eff ) ≤ P(ϕ 2 ) for all ϕ; it is given by ϕ eff = P(S 2 eff ) −1 S eff , where S eff is the efficient score defined as the projection of the score onto the tangent space, i.e.,
as before. The efficient influence function can also be defined as the projection of any influence function ϕ onto the tangent space, ϕ eff = Π (ϕ | T ) for any influence function ϕ, as well as the pathwise derivative of the target parameter in the sense that P(ϕS ε ) = ∂ ψ(P ε )/∂ ε| ε=0 .
Efficient Influence Function for Average Treatment Effect
As an illustration, return to our example involving the average treatment effect
denote the outcome regression function. Also let π(l) = P(A = 1 | L = l) denote the propensity score as before. In this subsection, we will show using the results from previous subsections that, under a nonparametric model where the distribution P is unrestricted, the efficient influence function for ψ is given by ϕ(Z; ψ, η) = m 1 (Z; η) − m 0 (Z; η) − ψ, where
with η = (π, µ) the nuisance function for this problem.
We will show this result by checking that the proposed efficient influence function ϕ is a pathwise derivative in the sense that ∂ ψ(P ε )/∂ ε| ε=0 = P(ϕS ε ).
Here we let p ε (z) = p(z; ε) denote a parametric submodel with parameter ε ∈ R. For notational simplicity let f ′ ε (t; 0) = {∂ f (z; ε)/∂ ε}| ε=0 for any function f of ε and z, and also let ℓ(v | w; ε) = log p(v | w; ε) for any partition (V,W ) ⊆ Z, so that for example scores on the parametric submodels are denoted by S ε (z) = ℓ ′ ε (z; 0). Then by definition from (3) we have
First consider the term ∂ ψ(P ε )/∂ ε| ε=0 = ψ ′ ε (0). By definition we have ψ = {y dP(y | l, a = 1) − y dP(y | l, a = 0)} dP(l), so that
− yℓ
where we used the fact that dP
. This follows since ∂ log f (ε)/∂ ε = {∂ f (ε)/∂ ε}/ f (ε) for general functions f by definition of the logarithmic derivative. Recall that when we evaluate the above at ε = 0, we have dP(y | l, a; 0) = dP(y | l, a) and dP(l; 0) = dP(l). Now consider the term P(ϕS ε ) = E{ϕ(Z; ψ, η)ℓ ′ ε (Z; 0)}, which equals
The first equality follows from iterated expectation and the fact that, by usual properties of score functions, E{ℓ ′ ε (V | W ; 0) | W } = 0. The second equality follows from iterated expectation, and the third follows by definition.
Since the last expression for the covariance P(ϕS ε ) in Equation (20) equals the expression for ψ ′ ε (ε) from Equation (19) when evaluated at ε = 0, we have shown that ϕ is in fact the efficient influence function.
Full vs. Observed Data Influence Functions
So far we have introduced the notion of a tangent space and discussed how influence functions ϕ for regular asymptotically linear estimators can be viewed as elements of a subspace of the Hilbert space L 2 (P), namely the orthogonal complement of the nuisance tangent space, i.e., ϕ ∈ T ⊥ η . We also illustrated how to check that a proposed influence function is the efficient influence function. But how does one find the space T ⊥ η in a given problem? In many cases this is a bit of an art: one conjectures the form of T ⊥ η and then checks that the conjectured space satisfies the required properties. For nonparametric models, one can sometimes deduce the form of the efficient influence function from the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator, assuming discrete data [59] . However, in some settings it can be useful to characterize influence functions with hypothetical 'full data' (i.e., had we observed all counterfactuals), and then map these to observed data influence functions [54] .
To characterize full-data influence functions in causal inference problems we need to start by presenting causal inference as a missing data problem [54, 53] . Thus far we have supposed that we observe an independent and identically distributed sample of observations Z ∼ P. In general missing data problems, we conceive of hypothetical full dataZ, of which the observed data Z is a coarsened version. The problem is that we want to learn about the distributionP of the full dataZ, but we only get to observe the coarsened version Z of the full dataZ. In general coarsened data problems, Z = Φ(Z,C) is a known many-to-one function Φ(·) of bothZ and a coarsening variable C that indicates what portion ofZ is observed. In causal inference settings, the coarsening variable generally equals the treatment process so that
Thus the full dataZ are the potential outcomes under different levels a ∈ A of a general treatment process A (here A could be multivariate, e.g., a treatment sequence over multiple timepoints). For a given unit we only get to observe Z = Φ(Z, A) = Z A , i.e., the potential outcome under the observed treatment process. For instance, in our running example where Z = (L, A,Y ) with binary treatment so that A = {0, 1}, the full data for a given unit could be represented as
Note that the last equality follows since L a = L if we make the usual assumption that events in the past cannot be affected by the future. In some cases we might also want to include the observed treatment process in the full data, so that in the above example we would haveZ = (L, A,Y 0 ,Y 1 ). In a longitudinal setting where covariates and a binary treatment are updated at timepoints t = 1, ..., K and an outcome is measured at the end of follow-up, we could havẽ
where a t = (a 1 , ..., a t ) denotes the past history of a variable through time t. The observed data in this case would be Z = (
for a given unit. Not every causal inference problem fits in the above framework, but when the framework applies it can often be very useful. Now that we have defined the full dataZ and given some examples, we can also define corresponding tangent spaces, influence functions, and parametric submodels, using semiparametric models P for the full data just as we did for the observed data previously. The advantage is that it is often more straightforward to derive tangent spaces and influence functions for full data problems (or else results may already be known for common models), and then translate them to observed data, rather than working with observed data directly and using the results from previous subsections. Of course, in order to translate full data influence functions to observed data influence functions, we need identifying assumptions.
Under a coarsening at random assumption [15] , results for mapping full data to observed data tangent spaces are given for example in [54] and [53] . In general, coarsening at random means P(Z = z |Z =z 1 ) = P(Z = z |Z =z 2 ) whenever z = Φ(z 1 , a) = Φ(z 2 , a) for some a ∈ A . In many problems [41] , this can be equivalently expressed by saying that P(A = a |Z =z 1 ) = P(A = a |Z =z 2 ) only depends on z whenever z = Φ(z 1 , a) = Φ(z 2 , a). Under some conditions, coarsening at random also reduces to a randomization assumption, which says treatment is independent of potential outcomes given the observed past, e.g.,
in the above longitudinal example. More details on these issues are given in [41, 54] . Again we point out that this framework does not always apply: sometimes coarsening at random is not equivalent to treatment randomization, or is not the identifying assumption we wish to utilize.
Here we will be content giving a simple example of how to map a full data influence function to the observed data, rather than discussing details in full generality; see [54] and [53] for more general results. Assume coarsening at random holds, and that the treatment assigment process is known. Further suppose the observed data is Z = (L, A,Y ) with A ∈ {0, 1} and our goal is to estimate E(Y 1 | V ) = γ(V ; ψ), where V ⊆ L is a subset of the covariates. The full data orthogonal complement of the nuisance tangent space includes functions of the form
for arbitrary functions g.
for arbitrary functions h (the simplest estimator would use the above as an estimating function with h = 0). Note that functions of the above form only depend on observed data since Y 1 = Y when A = 1. This represents an inverse-probability-weighting approach for mapping full data spaces to observed data spaces.
Empirical Processes
In the previous section we discussed how to construct influence functions ϕ(Z; ψ, η) in semiparametric models. We also discussed how one can use these influence functions to construct estimatorsψ for ψ, by solving (up to order o p (1/ √ n)) the estimating equation P n {ϕ(Z; ψ,η)} = 0 (26) in ψ, whereη is an estimator of the nuisance function. As in the previous section we let P n = n −1 ∑ i δ Z i denote the empirical measure so that sample averages can be written as
We briefly discussed the asymptotics of the estimatorsψ given above for the case whereη ∈ R q is a finitedimensional real-valued parameter, itself estimated from some estimating equation; a standard estimating equation analysis can then be used by simply stacking estimating equations for ψ and η together.
In contrast, in this section we consider how to analyze the asymptotic behavior of ψ when the nuisance function η is estimated nonparametrically, in the sense thatη cannot be characterized by a finite-dimensional real-valued parameter. This can be accomplished with tools from empirical process theory. Our discussion in this section comes from work by Andrews [1, 2] , Pollard [36, 37] , van der Vaart [64, 65, 66] , and Wellner [49, 64] , among many others [22, 59] . The field of empirical process theory is vast; we limit our discussion to tools for handling nuisance estimation.
Motivation and Setup
To motivate our study of empirical processes, consider our running example where the goal is to estimate the average treatment effect ψ = E(Y 1 − Y 0 ). Specifically consider the doubly robust estimator for ψ that solves an estimated version of the efficient influence function presented in Section 3.4, i.e., the estimator given bŷ ψ = P n {m 1 (Z;η) − m 0 (Z;η)} where
Note that in this case the nuisance function is given by η = (π, µ). In observational studies the covariates L are often high-dimensional, and little might be known about the propensity score and outcome regression functions π and µ, in which case it makes sense to use flexible, nonparametric, data-adaptive methods to estimate them. Of course then the asymptotic analysis presented in Section 3.2 does not apply, since the estimators used to constructη = (π,μ) will not be described by a single finite-dimensional parameter. Nonetheless under some conditions we can still learn about the asymptotics ofψ and obtain valid confidence intervals, using tools from empirical process theory.
Before going further, we need to introduce some notation. Throughout this section we will use P{ f (Z)} = f (z) dP to denote expectations of f (Z) for a new observation Z (treating the function f as fixed); thus P{f (Z)} is random whenf is random (e.g., estimated from the sample). Contrast this with the fixed non-random quantity E{f (Z)}, which averages over randomness in both Z andf and thus will not equal P{f (Z)} except whenf = f is fixed and non-random.
Suppose for simplicity thatψ = P n {m(Z;η)} for some m, as in the above example. If we only have P n {ϕ(Z;ψ,η)} = 0 then we can proceed similarly, with an extra step requiring differentiability of P{ϕ(Z; ψ, η)} in ψ, at ψ 0 in a neighborhood of η 0 [65] . Also suppose that P{m(Z; η 0 )} = ψ 0 (alternatively we can define ψ 0 so that this holds by definition). For instance, it is straightforward to check for the doubly robust estimator described above that P{m(Z; π 0 , µ)} = P{m(Z; π, µ 0 )} = ψ 0 where m = m 1 − m 0 . Then consider the decomposition
where the first line is true by definition, and the second follows by simply adding and subtracting P{m(Z;η)}.
We will show that the first term (P n − P)m(Z;η) above can be handled under general conditions with empirical process theory. Specifically, we will discuss conditions under which
whereη converges to η 0 , so that (P n − P)m(Z;η) is asymptotically equivalent to its limiting version (P n − P)m(Z; η 0 ) (up to order o p (1/ √ n)) and can be analyzed with a standard central limit theorem. The second term in the decomposition in (28) typically requires a case-by-case analysis, but we will give examples shortly. Note that if we have P{m(Z;η) − m(Z; η 0 )} = (P n − P)φ (Z; η 0 ) + o p (1/ √ n) for some finite-variance function φ , then
and thusψ is regular and asymptotically linear with influence function (m + φ ).
Donsker Classes
From an empirical process perspective, a primary way to control how close the term (P n − P)m(Z;η) is to its limiting version (P n − P)m(Z; η 0 ) (in large samples) is to restrict the complexity of the nuisance function η 0 and its estimatorη. If these functions are not too complex, then the terms will not differ by more than o p (1/ √ n). In this subsection we will discuss characterizing complexity with Donsker classes.
We will start by giving the main result in the context of our example, and will then describe the conditions in detail. Suppose our nuisance estimatorη converges to some limit η 0 in the sense that
and suppose the function class M = {m(; η) : η ∈ H} is a Donsker class (to be defined shortly), where H is a function class containing the nuisance estimatorη. Then the result in (29) holds, i.e.,
Thus, asymptotically, nuisance estimation only affects the second term in (28) .
In order to define a Donsker class, we need to introduce a few concepts first. Throughout this section we use G n = √ n(P n − P) for ease of notation. Let F denote a class of functions f : Z → R, and consider the empirical process
This is a type of stochastic process since it is a collection of random variables indexed by a set (the function class F ). From one standpoint, given a function f , we can view G n f = √ n(P n − P) f (Z) as a random variable mapping the sample (product) space Z n to R. Alternatively, given a sample (Z 1 , ..., Z n ), we can also view G n f as a map from the function class F to R. Therefore (if these latter maps are bounded) we can view the empirical process as a random function, mapping the sample space Z n to the space ℓ ∞ (F ) of bounded functions h :
The above discussion of the empirical process {G n f : f ∈ F } was all for a fixed sample size n. Now consider a sequence of empirical processes {G n f : f ∈ F } n≥1 . We say this sequence converges in distribution to element G (equivalently, converges weakly to G) in the space ℓ ∞ (F ), denoted G n G, if
for all continuous bounded functions h : ℓ ∞ (F ) → R, where E * denotes outer expectation. (Outer expectation is a measure-theoretic subtlety that we will largely sidestep here; roughly, E * can be viewed as a generalization of expectation that accounts for the fact that h(G n ) may not be measurable). Thus we have a notion of convergence for empirical processes viewed as random functions. Finally, we say a generic measurable random element G is tight if for all ε > 0 there is a compact set S for which P(G ∈ S) > 1 − ε, i.e., if the element G stays in a compact set with high probability.
We are now ready to define a Donsker class. A function class F is called a Donsker class if the sequence of empirical processes {G n f : f ∈ F } n≥1 converges in distribution to some tight limit G (in fact this limit must be a zero-mean Gaussian process G P , known as a P-Brownian bridge).
The Donsker property, along with the continuous mapping theorem, allow us to obtain results like that given in (29) . Specifically, supposef ∈ F for a Donsker class F , and supposef converges to f 0 in the sese that ||f − f 0 || = o p (1) , where || f || 2 = P f 2 denotes the L 2 (P) norm as before. Then (as in Lemma 19.24 of [65] ) we can apply the continuous mapping theorem to (G n ,f ) (
Thus (P n − P)f = n −1/2 G nf is asymptotically equivalent to (P n − P) f 0 , up to o p (1/ √ n) error. In our setting, whereψ = P n {m(Z;η)}, it is often more natural to put Donsker conditions on the estimated nuisance functions themselves, i.e., to assume thatη ∈ H for a Donsker class H, rather than to put conditions on the transformed function class M = {m(; η) : η ∈ H}. Fortunately, 'nice enough' transformations of Donsker function classes will also be Donsker. Specifically, suppose the function classes F and F j are Donsker; then, as discussed in Section 2.10 of [64] , as in [1, 65] , the following transformations of F and F j are also Donsker:
, and x, and if
The convex combination result suggests using ensemble methods that use weighted combinations of estimators, e.g., Super Learner [55, 57, 59] . The Lipschitz transformation result given above is particularly useful. It means, for example, that the following function classes are Donsker [1, 64, 65] 
Examples of Donsker Classes
To this point we have seen that, if we assume the estimated nuisance functionsη are contained in Donsker function classes, we can use a standard central limit theorem to analyze (P n − P)m(Z;η) since it is asymptotically equivalent to (P n − P)m(Z; η 0 ) up to order o p (1/ √ n). We have defined Donsker classes and shown how they can be combined and modified to produce new Donsker classes, but we have yet to give any specific examples of such classes. For the prior results to be useful over and above more standard parametric techniques, we need Donsker classes to be able to capture sufficiently flexible functions. Luckily, this is in fact the case, as we will discuss in this subsection using specific examples.
First we will simply provide a short list of function classes that are Donsker, and then we will briefly discuss how one typically shows that a particular class is Donsker (using bracketing and covering numbers). Results showing that certain classes are Donsker are somewhat scattered across the literature, but examples and nice overviews are given by [64, 65] , for example. Among many other kinds of classes, the following simple classes of functions are Donsker classes [14, 64, 65 ]:
Thus we see that Donsker classes include usual parametric classes, but many other classes as well, including infinite-dimensional classes that only require certain smoothness or boundedness. Many other function classes can also be shown to be Donsker. For example, any appropriate combination or transformation of the above classes as discussed in the previous subsection will also be Donsker.
Showing that a function class is Donsker is often accomplished using bracketing or covering numbers [64, 65] , which are measures of the size of a class F . These measures also provide simple sufficient conditions for a function class being Donsker. An ε-bracket (in L 2 (P)) is defined as all functions f bracketed by func-
The bracketing number of a class F is the smallest number of ε-brackets needed to cover F , and is denoted by N B (ε, F ) . Similarly, the covering number of a class F (with envelope F, i.e., sup F | f | ≤ F) is the smallest number of L 2 (Q) balls of radius ε needed to cover F , and is denoted by N C (ε, F ). Then the class F is Donsker if either 
Average Treatment Effect Example
Now we return to analyze the asymptotic behavior of the doubly robust estimator of the average treatment effect ψ = e(Y 1 − Y 0 ) from Section 3.4, which is given bŷ ψ = P n {m(Z;η)} = P n {m 1 (Z;η) − m 0 (Z;η)} with
Throughout we assume the identification assumptions from Section 2.2, or else suppose we are estimating the observed data quantity E{µ(L, 1) − µ(L, 0)} under the positivity assumption. Suppose the estimatorη = (π,μ) converges to some η = (π, µ) in the sense that ||η − η|| = o p (1) , where either π = π 0 or µ = µ 0 (or both) correspond to the true nuisance function. Thus at least one nuisance estimator needs to converge to the correct function, but one can be misspecified. Then P{m(Z; η)} = P{m(Z; η 0 )} = ψ 0 , from the easy-to-check fact that P{m(Z; π 0 , µ)} = P{m(Z; π, µ 0 )} for any π and µ. Thus as in Section 4.1 we can writeψ
As discussed in Section 4.2, if the estimatorsπ andμ take values in Donsker classes, then m a (Z;η) does as well (as long as functions in the class containingπ are uniformly bounded away from zero and one). Therefore the result in (29) applies, and we haveψ
Now it remains to analyze P{m(Z;η) − m(Z; η)}. By iterated expectation this term equals
Therefore, by the fact thatπ is bounded away from zero and one, along with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (P( f g) ≤ || f || ||g||), we have that (up to a multiplicative constant) |P{m(Z;η) − m(Z; η)}| is bounded above by
Thus for example ifπ is based on a correctly specified parametric model, so that ||π − π 0 || = O p (n −1/2 ), then we only needμ to be consistent, ||μ − µ 0 || = o p (1), to make the product term P{m(Z;η) − m(Z; η)} = o p (1/ √ n) asymptotically negligible. Then the doubly robust estimator satisfiesψ − ψ 0 = (P n − P)m(Z; η 0 ) + o p (1/ √ n) and it is efficient with influence function ϕ(Z; ψ, η) = m(Z; η)− ψ. Thus if we know the treatment mechanism, the outcome model can be very flexible.
Another way to achieve efficiency is if we have both ||π − π 0 || = o p (n −1/4 ) and ||μ − µ 0 || = o p (n −1/4 ), so that the product term is o p (1/ √ n) and asymptotically negligible. This of course occurs if bothπ andμ are based on correctly specified models, but it can also hold even for estimators that are very flexible and not based on parametric models. However, completely nonparametric (e.g., kernel or nearestneighbor) estimators are typically not an option in this setting since they will generally converge at rates slower than n −1/4 ; exceptions include cases where there are very few covariates or very strong smoothness assumptions. Explicit conditions ensuring given convergence rates for kernel estimators are described for example in [27] . Thus some modeling is in general required to attain n −1/4 rates, but luckily numerous semiparametric models yield estimators that can satisfy this condition. In particular, faster than n −1/4 rates are possible with single index models, generalized additive models, and partially linear models (see for example [18] for a review of such models, which typically yield estimators with n −2/5 rates), as well as regularized estimators such as the Lasso [5, 6] . Cross-validation-based weighted combinations of such estimators (e.g., Super Learner) can also satisfy this rate condition if one of the candidate estimators does [55] .
Inference after nonparametric estimation of η in truly doubly robust settings where one arbitrary nuisance estimator can be misspecified is more complicated. If one of the estimatorsπ orμ is misspecified so that either ||π − π 0 || = O p (1) or ||μ − µ 0 || = O p (1), then obtaining root-n rate inference for standard estimators will typically require knowledge of which estimator is correctly specified, as well as that the correctly specified estimator is based on a parametric model. More sophisticated estimators that weaken this requirement are discussed in the next section (e.g., [62] ).
Extensions & Future Directions
In this section we briefly describe some future directions and extensions to semiparametric causal inference beyond the theory we have presented in this review. A number of authors have worked to extend semiparametric causal inference to, for example, settings involving non-standard sampling, estimation and inference under yet weaker conditions on the nuisance estimators, and complex non-regular or nonsmooth parameters.
Throughout this review we presumed access to an independent and identically distributed sample from the distribution P of interest; however, many studies use alternative sampling schemes. For example, authors have developed results for semiparametric causal inference in case control studies [58, 69, 50, 46, 70] and matched cohort studies [60, 20] . There has also been progress made for causal inference in studies using network data with possible interference [19, 52, 30, 61] . Much more work is needed in settings related to both study designs with non-standard sampling and network data with interference. The latter should be a growing concern as data from, e.g., social networks becomes more commonplace.
In Section 4 we showed that semiparametric estimators can have appealing asymptotic behavior, including standard root-n rates of convergence and straightforward confidence intervals, even when using flexible nonparametric estimates of nuisance functions. However, as noted in Section 4.4, this can require a delicate balance in settings where one does not want to rely on parametric models, and also wants to be agnostic about whether the treatment or outcome process is correctly estimated. Efforts to weaken the conditions needed on the nuisance estimation have been made using approaches based on higher-order estimation [62, 10, 13] , which were inspired by work by Robins et al. [43, 45, 67] that focused on minimax estimation in settings where root-n rates of convergence are not possible. Further, Donsker-type regularity conditions (though not rate conditions) can be weakened via cross-validation approaches, proposed for example by [72] .
We also supposed in this review that our target parameter was a low-dimensional Euclidean parameter ψ ∈ R p that admitted regular asymptotically linear estimators. However, in some settings these conditions fail to hold. As mentioned above, Robins et al. [43, 45, 67] considered semiparametric minimax estimation in settings where the parameter of interest is Euclidean, but root-n rates of convergence cannot be attained due to high-dimensional covariates. Estimation of functional effect parameters was considered by [12, 21] in the context of continuous treatment effects; in such settings the target parameter is a non-pathwise differentiable curve, and root-n rates of convergence are again not possible. Inference for a non-regular parameter in an optimal treatment regime setting was considered by [23] ; in this case nonregularity does not preclude the existence of root-n rate inference.
Numerous other authors have also made important contributions extending semiparametric causal inference to novel settings; unfortunately we cannot list all of them here. In addition, much important work is left to be done, both in the areas mentioned above as well as in many other interesting settings.
